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COURSE GOALS

Enable students to:
Interpret and apply the principles of the 
Healthy Homes Rating System (HHRS), 
Prioritize corrective actions, and 
Communicate their findings in a HHRS 
Assessment Report. 
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STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

Interpret housing-related health hazards using evidence-based 
likelihood and spread of harm data

Calculate hazard scores and identify hazard bands

Identify and prioritize effective corrective actions

Produce a Healthy Homes Rating System Assessment Report
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COURSE OVERVIEW

Module 1: HHRS Overview

Module 2: Do a Healthy Homes Assessment

Module 3: Classify/Categorize Deficiencies into Hazards

Module 4: Evaluate Health Impacts

Module 5: Determine Appropriate Actions and Generate a Report
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HHRS OVERVIEW
Module 1
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Describe the purpose of the HHRS 
• List four steps included in the HHRS process
• Define four common HHRS terms
• Identify two important HHRS resources 

By the end of this module, students will be able to:
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STUDENT MATERIALS

Slides for each module
HHRS Operating Guidance
Worked Examples
Hazard Summary Chart
Paper-based Scoring sheets
Instructions for submitting an assessment
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Set of PowerPoint slides for each module in the courseHealthy Home Rating System Operating GuidanceHazard Summary ChartWorked ExamplesPaper-based Scoring sheetsInstructions for submitting an assessment to earn a certificate
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WHAT IS THE HHRS?

Process to analyze and prioritize health 
hazards in the home
Focuses on the risk to health and safety, rather 
than cosmetic or physical conditions
Helps determine the most important hazards 
to address
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Presentation Notes
Process to analyze and prioritize hazards in the home to determine how likely they will be a health hazard and what harm they could cause.The HHRS was developed to allow the assessment of all the main potential housing related health and safety hazards. By focusing on current and potential hazards, it places the emphasis directly on the risk to health or safety, rather than cosmetic or physical conditions alone. The rating of hazards assists you in determining the most important hazards to address.
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THE HHRS PROCESS

Step 1
• Inspecting the 

Dwelling

Step 2
• Linking Deficiencies 

to Hazards

Step 3
• Scoring the Hazard

Step 4
• Determining the 

Appropriate Action
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UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

A residence should:
Provide a safe and healthy environment for a 
potential occupant or visitor.
Be designed, constructed and maintained with 
nonhazardous materials .
Be free from both unnecessary and avoidable 
hazards.
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The underlying principle of the HHRS is that – Any residential premises should provide a safe and healthy environment for any potential occupant or visitor.To satisfy this principle, a dwelling should be designed, constructed and maintained with nonhazardous materials and should be free from both unnecessary and avoidable hazards.Some hazards, however, are necessary or unavoidable, and others are considered desirable orexpected because the perceived benefits outweigh the risks. For example, electricity is hazardousbut considered necessary; stairs (however well designed) are hazardous but necessary in any multi-storeydwelling. For such hazards, the design, construction and maintenance should be such as toreduce to a minimum the probability of an occurrence that could result in harm and of the potentialharm that could result.It is a general principle that any dwelling should provide adequate protection from all potentialhazards prevailing in the local external environment. This includes the normal local weatherconditions, ground conditions and pollution (including noise, air and radiation).
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HHRS TERMS

• Part of a dwelling (a wall, window, staircase, 
etc.).Element:

• The standard for the element that is intended 
to prevent, avoid or minimize a hazard.Ideal:

• The risk of harm that arises from a deficiency 
in the element.Hazard:
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Element:  Any component or constituent part, facility or amenity of a dwelling.  For example, a wall, a window, a staircase, a bath, means of lighting, and means of space heating are all ‘elements’.Ideal: The perceived optimum standard, at the time of the assessment, intended to prevent, avoid or minimize the hazard.Hazard:  Any risk of harm to the health or safety of an actual or potential occupant that arises from a deficiency. In some cases, as well as being a hazard in its own right, a hazard may increase the likelihood of an occurrence of, or the severity of harm likely to result from another hazard.
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WHAT IS A DEFICIENCY? (TERMS CONT.)

•Failure of an element 
to meet the idealDeficiency:

For the HHRS the most important factor 
is whether the deficiency could result in 

a hazard over the next 12 months
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The deficiency may not be at the worst stage possible, so the perspective taken is “over the next 12 months” when determining impact on hazards.A deficiency is a failure of an element to meet the Ideal, whether that failure is inherent, such as a result of the original construction or manufacture, or a result of deterioration or of disrepair and a lack of maintenance.While a deficiency may have implications in building and aesthetic terms, for the HHRS its prime importance is whether the effect from that deficiency has the potential to cause harm over the next 12 months – i.e. when the deficiency results in a hazard.The first stage in assessing the condition of a dwelling is a review of the deficiencies identified during theinspection.
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HAZARDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON HEALTH

Connection between:
• Physiological and psychological requirements for human life, and 
• of the functions of a dwelling.

A dwelling should: 
• provide shelter, space and facilities 
• be suitable for a variety of households and individuals

Review the Operating Guidance
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Presentation Notes
When assessing a dwelling, the current occupants are not taken into consideration for this reason.  Since a dwelling changes occupancy numerous times in its life, sometimes even during a single year, the HHRS is concerned with identifying conditions that threaten the health of the most vulnerable (likely to be impacted) occupants.  Refer to the Hazard Profiles in Appendix D (use any of them) to demonstrate the utility of the Operating Guidance and familiarize the students with the concepts being discussed.Identifying and assessing hazards involves an understanding of the basic physiological and psychologicalrequirements for human life, and of the functions of a dwelling as a whole and of each individual dwelling element.A dwelling should be capable of satisfying the basic and fundamental needs for the everyday life of a household. It should provide shelter, space and facilities for the occupants. And, it should be suitable for the spectrum of households and individuals who could normally be expected to occupy a dwelling of that size and type.
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OCCUPANTS AND DEFICIENCIES

Do NOT focus on the current occupants; 
consider the most vulnerable population
Goal is to make dwelling as safe and healthy 
as possible
NOTE: Current occupants will be considered 
when determining what actions to take to 
address identified hazards.
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The only HHRS hazard that DOES take into account current occupants is Crowding and Space.  There are 2 steps to this assessment: 1) is the dwelling suitable for occupation as constructed, 2) is the current occupation consistent with the design of the dwelling or is it overcrowded?In practice, the most vulnerable occupant will be the ones currently living in the dwelling, since the reason you are doing the assessment in the first place stems from some issue identified with the dwelling already.  In rental tenancy, there is often significant turnover and making the home safe and healthy for the current occupants does nothing to make it safe and healthy for the next residents who may be of a completely different age or vulnerability.You do NOT consider the current occupants when linking deficiencies with hazards.  The most vulnerable occupant should be considered whether present or not at the time of the inspection.The goal of the HHRS is to make the dwelling as safe and healthy as possible for all potential occupants, whether currently in occupation or not.Current occupants will be considered when determining what actions to take to address hazards identified.
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HOW IT WORKS

15

Assesses the likelihood a hazard 
will occur and the potential 
severity of harm

Creates a numerical score 
to compare hazards using a 
prescribed formula

Used to compare highly likely 
minor hazards and very unlikely 
major ones

The higher the 
score… the greater 
the risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the range of potential housing hazards have differing characteristics, the Rating System uses a formula to generate a numerical score that allows comparison of the full range of hazards. This, together with the simple but logical approach of assessing both the likelihood and harm outcome allows the comparison of highly likely minor hazards and very unlikely major ones.Whatever the hazard, the higher the score - the greater the risk.
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WHERE DID THE HHRS COME FROM?

Developed and tested over ten years in Great 
Britain (became law in 2006)
Key principle – dwellings should provide a safe 
and healthy environment for the most 
vulnerable occupants
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KEY FEATURES

The HHRS is a rating 
system (not a 

standard).

The HHRS uses a 
risk-assessment 
methodology.

Statistics are used 
to assist in making 
judgments about 

hazards.

Hazards are rated 
according to how 

serious they are to 
health.

Software is 
available to 

perform the scoring 
calculations.
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It is a system (not a standard)Uses a risk-assessment methodologyProvides evidence and statistics to assist in making judgments about hazardsRates hazards according to how serious they are and the effect they are having, or could have, on the occupants
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USING THE HHRS

Scores allow comparison of widely differing hazards

Occupants and owners can prioritize hazards

Local officials can prioritize funding to address most serious issues

Local policy makers can identify which areas of the community are in 
greatest need of attention and what health impacts are possible

Review worked examples
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The scores that are a feature of the system allow comparison of widely differing hazards and take account of the potential frequency of occurrence and severity of outcome. Local housing and health officials know which hazards are most serious to the occupants and can prioritize funding to address these; and,Local policy makers can identify which areas of the community (because most homes were built in blocks) are in greatest need of attention and what health impacts those communities are facing.There are more strengths possible, these are just two.Review several of the worked examples to show students what accomplishing the ultimate goal of the using the HHRS will look like.
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REVIEW

The HHRS is a __________ system, not a 
___________
What is the underlying principle of the HHRS?
List the four steps to be used in HHRS process.
Name four HHRS terms and explain their 
definition
What two resources should you be familiar with 
when using the HHRS?
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Presentation Notes
Rating system, standard2.   Any residential premises should provide a safe and healthy environment for any potential occupant or visitor.3.   1) inspect the dwelling, 2) link deficiencies to hazards, 3) score the hazard, 4) determine appropriate actionElement:  Any component or partof a dwelling (wall, a window, a staircase, a bath, means of lighting, and means of space heating);�Ideal: The perceived optimum standard, at the time of the assessment, intended to prevent, avoid or minimize the hazard.�Hazard:  Any risk of harm to the health or safety of an actual or potential occupant that arises from a deficiency. �Deficiency: Failure of an element to meet the ideal.�Operating Guidance, Worked Examples
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